All in a Week

On Monday I rode a rocket ship away to outer space.

On Tuesday I ran my heart out in a mile-long foot race.

On Wednesday I taught a purple baby dragon how to fly.

On Thursday I flew in a big balloon across the sunny sky.

On Friday I swam the ocean blue atop a friendly whale.

On Saturday I climbed a mountain up a rocky trail.

How did I go on a great adventure every day?

Easy-I just read a book, and words took me away!
1. This passage is a poem. We know this because
   A. it has rhythm and rhyme.
   B. it is about reading.
   C. the author mentions something for everyday of the week.
   D. it is imaginative.

2. The theme of this passage is
   A. reading is relaxing.
   B. reading is difficult.
   C. reading is exhausting.
   D. reading is adventurous.

3. Which of the following sentences supports the theme of the poem?
   A. Reading lets you experience many things.
   B. Once you start reading a book, you are forced to travel.
   C. You will be tired after you read a book.
   D. You can travel to a new place everyday.

4. This poem is written in the
   A. second person.
   B. third person.
   C. first person.
   D. None of the above.

5. What could someone learn from this poem? Explain.